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Rendezvous of friends of the Alps 

Migration and depopulation, perspectives of traditional crafts, 

climate change, health. These are some of the topics that will 

be discussed during the AlpWeek 2016. The meeting is being 

planned for October by leading Alpine-wide organisations, 

including CIPRA.  

 

Rich (in) food: the culinary delights of the Alps are also part of their cultural heritage, which is the focus 

of AlpWeek. © Heinz Heiss 

The various aspects of the relationship between the Alps and those who live, work and relax there are 

at the centre of the fourth AlpWeek, to be held from 11 to 14 October 2016 in Grassau, Germany. 

People in the Alps are facing huge challenges. This joint event will see several Alpine-wide institutions 

and networks calling on inhabitants and visitors alike to accept these challenges and help shape the 

future. 

Maintaining and developing the Alpine heritage  

The purpose of the AlpWeek is to share existing Alpine experiences in order to find new Alpine-

specific solutions for the future that can maintain its social, cultural and natural heritage. To show the 

variety of approaches available and to discuss sustainable development options, AlpWeek 2016 will 

be encouraging a broad and diversified dialogue focusing on three main fields of action: demography, 

culture, and quality of life. Social scientist Harald Welzer, cultural scientist and European ethnologist 

Bernhard Tschofen as well as entrepreneurs Sandrine Percheval and Anne Lassmann will be some of 

the many international speakers that will join the discussion on these topics. 

Alpine towns and CIPRA seek dialogue  

As a one of the organisers of AlpWeek, CIPRA is staging two events. The first will focus on how to 

manage unspoilt areas with the event entitled “Da röhrt der Hirsch, da rauscht der Bach [Where the 

deer bellows and the stream rushes]”. Another contribution entitled “We are climate!” will address 

sustainable lifestyles and youth and citizen participation. Visitors can discover more about lifestyles 

and sustainable architecture in the Alps in the two exhibitions for the “100max” project and the 

“Constructive Alps” architecture prize. The “Alpine Town of the Year” association is hosting an event 

on the potential of fallow land areas. 

AlpWeek is an international event dedicated to new and promising approaches to of sustainable 

development in the Alps. Co-organised by the main alpine organisations engaged in regional and 



sustainable development, it is held every four years. This edition of the event is being organised under 

the German Presidency of the Alpine Convention. 

Source and further information: www.alpweek.org 

 

Point of view: Switzerland needs help with its climate policy 

Switzerland was formerly a leading light in environ mental 

policy. Today, sadly, it does not even have a plan for 

implementing the goals of the Paris climate agreeme nt, says 

Hans Weber, executive director of CIPRA Switzerland .  

 

 

Hans Weber is director of CIPRA Switzerland (c) CIPRA Schweiz 

The Swiss Federal Assembly endorsed the climate agreement, negotiated by the United Nations in 

Paris in December 2015, and assembly member Doris Leuthard signed it in New York in April 2016 

together with 174 other countries. Switzerland thus undertook the task of contributing toward the 

reduction of worldwide CO2 emissions after 2020. But one of the richest countries in the world lacks 

the political will to continue its role of innovative pioneer, without which the goals of the agreement 

cannot be attained. Switzerland risks missing out on important developments, and this will in the long 

term harm both its image as well as science and the economy. 

The country would be well advised to go on the offensive and reprise its former role as a pioneer in 

energy and environmental policy. This would foster and support relevant innovations while opening up 

the discussion of taboo topics. Transport running on fossil fuels must be urgently reduced. By 

transporting and consuming numerous climate-damaging goods from abroad, the Swiss people also 

bear a large responsibility for climate protection activities in other countries. Switzerland, as a financial 

centre and through its pension fund investment policies, has a very powerful financial policy lever for 

shaping a future that is free of fossil fuels and in harmony with the 2050 energy strategy – from which, 

unfortunately, all the teeth have recently been pulled. Here, too, the measures decided thus far will 

only permit a halfway achievement of the goals. Firm control measures are needed. 

On 2 June, the 67 organizations making up the Swiss climate alliance from the areas of 

environmental, development and social matters, including CIPRA Switzerland, will present a detailed 

climate master plan in Berne for the implementation of the climate agreement in Switzerland. It is still 

not too late for a bold and appropriate action plan for the country, as Switzerland has the necessary 

resources, money, education and a very high standard of living. 

Source and further information: www.klimaallianz.ch (de/fr/it), 

www.bfe.admin.ch/themen/00526/00527/index.html (de) 



Joint commitment to the Alpine space 

 The interaction between CIPRA International and the  

“Alliance in the Alps” goes back to the foundation of the latter 

in 1997. The basis for co-operation has now been re newed at 

a strategy meeting.   

 

 

Representatives of "Alliance in the Alps" and CIPRA International at the February strategy meeting 

held in Innsbruck, Austria © Alliance in the Alps 

The Alliance in the Alps network of municipalities, initiated in collaboration with CIPRA, is an 

association comprising some 300 local authorities located throughout the Alpine region, from France 

to Slovenia. The member communities have come together in support of the goals of the Alpine 

Convention for sustainable development in the Alps. On the basis of their common fundamental values 

and with the aim of furthering mutual exchanges and exploiting synergies, in February 2016 the 

executive committees and management bodies of both organisations met in the Austrian city of 

Innsbruck. 

The meeting was motivated by the desire of representatives to review common successes, define their 

common fundamental values and, looking to the future, establish a sound approach for co-operation – 

particularly in the areas of project development and political statements so as to join forces and 

achieve more in terms of Alpine protection. A “Memorandum of Understanding” records the joint 

contents and subject areas. “Co-operation should further reinforce the strength of both networks while 

aiding convergence of the diverse topics and people in the respective networks”, stresses Andreas 

Pichler, designated CIPRA international executive director. “Together in this way we can continue to 

support a successful Alpine policy at local, regional and international level.” 

Further information: www.cipra.org/en/cipra/about/networks/alliance-alps 

 

Young ideas for a green economy 

This year’s Youth Parliament of the Alpine Conventi on, held 

in the Italian town of Bassano del Grappa, focussed  

exclusively on the topic of “Green Economy”. The “Y outh 

Alpine Express” also stopped off there.  

 

 

Participants of the project "Youth Alpine Express" with Markus Reiterer, secretary general (c) CIPRA 

International 



Demography and quality of life, social innovations and sustainable tourism, consumer behaviour and 

culture: just some of the aspects concerning the topic of “Green Economy” discussed by some 80 

school students from seven Alpine countries at the Youth Parliament of the Alpine Convention 

(YPAC). Together they formulated 10 proposals: among other things they demanded sustainable 

spatial planning, with sufficient green areas and no overdevelopment. Unused tourist accommodation 

should also be sustainably renovated rather than building new structures. Another proposal was to 

promote the principle of ecological balance (Life Cycle Assessment), determining the environmental 

effects of each product as regards its production, use and disposal. 

Participants of the YPAC were young people from CIPRA’s “Youth Alpine Express” project who, under 

the motto “a good day has 100 points”, travelled sustainably to Bassano to show how CO2 emissions 

can be reduced. The more CO2 used through products or activities, the more points are accrued. The 

aim is not to total more than 100 points per person per day in order to ensure that the climate balance 

is maintained. Together the YPAC participants developed measures to compensate for excess points: 

they did not use products with plastic packaging for a whole month, or set themselves personal 

challenges such as doing without coffee or meat, or growing their own vegetables. There was an 

active exchange with the YPAC students and the political representatives present, including the 

mayors of the region, the youth council of Bassano del Grappa, Alpine Convention General Secretary 

Markus Reiterer and Andreas Pichler, designated executive director of CIPRA International. The 

adults too found the exchanges a worthwhile experience, underlining the meaning of youth 

participation and encouraging young people in their commitment. 

Source and further information: www.ypac.eu (en), www.youthalpineexpress.eu (en) 

The “Youth Alpine Express” is supported by the German Federal Ministry of the Environment, Nature 

Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety and the EU Erasmus+ programme. (see 

http://www.cipra.org/de/news/cipra-staerkt-jugendbeteiligung)  

 

No free ride from Italy to Germany 

The European Union does not want to finance the Ale magna 

motorway: but the Italian Veneto Region is insistin g on the 

road link to Germany.   

 

 

 

A motorway generates traffic: the losers are the Alpine valleys. (c) dvdbrammhall 

Last week the European Parliament’s Committee on Regional Development (REGI) said no to the 

financing of the development of the Alemagna motorway. The European Union has thus come out in 

support of the Transport Protocol to the Alpine Convention. Only Italian MEPs from the Veneto Region 

have endorsed the project. 



The idea for the Alemagna was proposed 60 years ago with the submission of the so-called Miozzi 

plan, which foresaw an additional high-capacity connecting route to run through Austria to link Venice 

in Italy with Munich in Germany. Development on the Italian side proceeded in places, thus resulting in 

traffic overflowing into the neighbouring countries to the north. 

Peter Hasslacher of CIPRA Austria warns that further development would increase the strain on South 

Tyrol and the Austrian Puster and Drava Valleys. The Alps do not need yet more traffic-related stress: 

instead the proposed rail line from Toblach towards Cortina d’Ampezzo in Italy should be built. 

Environmental associations and the authorities in South Tyrol, Germany and Austria also all reject the 

Alemagna. But until the traffic burden on the Alps is reduced and shifted onto rail, many more cars and 

trucks will continue driving through and over them. 

Source and further information: www.mountainwilderness.it/news/displaynews.php?idnews=483  (it) 

 

Rock ptarmigan may continue to nest 

No ski lifts or pistes may be built on the mountain  slopes of 

the Vallaccia Valley in Italy. This decision of the  Lombardy 

Administrative Court now overturns the authorisatio n granted 

by the Italian Council of Ministers.  

 

 

Italy’s largely unspoilt Vallaccia Valley will remain protected. © asebest / flickr.com  

The long-running controversy has now obtained a clear result: the regional administrative court of 

Lombardy (TAR) has upheld the objection of the Italian environmental organisation Legambiente to 

the decision to build new ski lifts and pistes in the Vallaccia Valley. The building project was planned 

for a side valley of Livigno, in the midst of an area that has managed to retain its original rural 

character and is protected by Natura 2000 and the landscape plan of the Lombardy Region. 

An expert report by the supervisory authority also expressed doubts. The ski lift operator Mottolino 

Spav however argued that the plan was to expand an existing ski lift system, not build a new one. This 

was contradicted by the fact that the old valley station would have been located three kilometres from 

that planned. In addition, none of the planning instruments foresaw an extension to the skiing area in 

this region. 

In order to accelerate the project and obtain approval for new construction, the local regional 

administrative bodies applied directly to the Council of Ministers, which issued the authorisation that 

has now been overturned by the TAR. According to the court, this was a discretionary decision that 

could in no circumstances be enforced against currently valid legislation. The TAR thus re-established 



the principle of legal certainty. “We are pleased with the outcome of this dispute, which has already 

lasted far too long”, says Barbara Meggetto, chair of Legambiente Lombardy. 

Nature and agriculture may also in future take precedence in the Vallaccia Valley, with rock 

ptarmigans breeding again in peace on the northern slopes of the valley – at least for the time being. 

The ski lift operator is already dreaming up new ski area links. 

Source and further information: http://lombardia.legambiente.it/contenuti/comunicati/ampliamento-

degli-impianti-sciistici-livigno-il-tar-accoglie-il-ricorso-di-lega (it), 

www.laprovinciadisondrio.it/stories/Cronaca/livigno-dopo-lo-stop-alla-vallaccia-colleghiamo-i-versanti-

e-valdidentro_1192512_11/ (it) 

 

“Glamping” in the Slovenian Alps: a critical view 

A new “Eco Resort” in Slovenia promises luxury farm house 

holidays. Just a few kilometres away the genuine Al pine huts 

of the “Velika Planina” stand ready for guests.  

 

 

 

A place of genuine tradition and culture: the Alpine settlement of “Velika Planina” in the Slovenian 

Alps. (c) Spela Bokal, CIPRA Slovenija 

“Glamping” is a term coined from the English words “glamour” and “camping”: it means a holiday in 

nature without any of the unpleasant side-effects. This trend has now penetrated the Slovenian Alps. 

In a village of 800 inhabitants near Kamnik in northern Slovenia, 30 comfortable “Alpine huts” and 20 

luxury tents are being constructed on the site of a former farm. “Glampers” can expect unspoilt nature 

for walking and cycling, a zoo containing local animals, a swimming pool with organic water 

purification and a beach on Slovenia’s second cleanest river. 

Milking cows, making cheese, looking after small animals: the holiday guests will also learn about 

traditional local handicrafts and culture. A country-wide search for event organisers, supported by a 

large campaign, has now begun. It seems almost grotesque that just a few kilometres away there is 

the “Velika Planina”, one of Europe’s largest and most traditional Alpine settlements, which is now 

being copied on the valley floor. 

Speaking about the project, Anamarija Jere of CIPRA Slovenia says: “Nature and culture are being 

sold here with a green cover to well-paying guests. But a careful approach to nature and society 

should also not be forgotten.” Whether this is really the case remains to be seen. 

The discussion about nature-compatible tourism is nothing new and involves numerous controversial 

aspects, which is also reflected in Slovenia’s tourism strategy. On the one hand this expressly – and 



quite successfully – promotes a form of eco-friendly, sustainable tourism, while simultaneously 

desiring growth and improved air traffic links. The question remains whether the “Eco Resort” will still 

be able to advertise its location on the second-cleanest river in ten years’ time. 

Sources and further information: www.sloveniatimes.com/eco-resort-beneath-velika-planina-an-

exquisite-experience-in-sustainability (en), www.kamnik.info/predstavitev-nastajajocega-eko-kampa-

velika-planina-v-godicu (sl) 

 

Democratic renewal: success and failure 

People have been gathering every night in Paris sin ce the end 

of March in the “Nuit debout” (Up all night) moveme nt in 

order to discuss a world that is democratic, enviro nmentally 

friendly and socially more just. What French cities  dream of is 

already being tested for real in Alpine villages.  

 

The citizens of Saillans have realised a form of participatory democracy. (c) Isabelle Barruhet / 

flickr.com 

The core thought of the Paris movement is that all citizens should participate in the decision-making 

process. But a small village in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region is already one step ahead. The 

village of Saillans (pop. 1200) has seen citizens turning politics on its head. The last straw was the 

building of a supermarket on the edge of the village, which was planned over the heads of the 

inhabitants. This was the latest in a series of decisions that the then mayor had taken without 

consulting the local population – as is too often the case in French policymaking. The resistance to the 

project produced a citizen’s movement that was given political legitimacy in the ensuing elections. Now 

it is not just one individual who decides on the fate of the village, but rather the inhabitants of Saillans 

together, in various working groups and configurations without any set hierarchical order. In the 

meantime, hte project to build the supermarket has been rejected. 

Something similar has also been tested in other municipalities, but not always with the same success, 

at least not at the first attempt. Samoëns, a village in Haute-Savoie with some 2,200 residents, was 

confronted with a large-scale project by the Club Med hotel chain. The investor, with the support of the 

municipality, wanted to build a 1000+ bed hotel complex, including 40 luxury chalets. Here too the 

citizens wanted to get involved in the decision-making process, but could not achieve any political 

legitimisation and therefore attempted to gain access to the process by legal means. For a while it 

seemed that the citizens would succeed in their objections; but some days ago it was announced that 

the building of the hotel complex would begin. No further information was given regarding the decision-

making processes and reasons. 

Source and further information: http://reporterre.net/A-Saillans-les-habitants-reinventent-la-democratie 

(fr), http://rue89.nouvelobs.com/2014/03/29/a-saillans-les-1-199-habitants-ont-tous-ete-elus-premier-



tour-251062 (fr), www.ledauphine.com/haute-savoie/2016/05/09/club-med-la-construction-va-

finalement-pouvoir-debuter (fr) 

 

Strange but true... 

This is the story of why all mountains may soon be covered with sawdust in summer.  

To help the peloton cool off after the sweaty climb up to Les Saisies on the Tour de France, at the end 

of winter the remaining snow in the ski resort was piled together and covered with a thick layer of 

sawdust. The notion is simple: a 20- to 30-cm thick layer of sawdust can both absorb water and let air 

pass through. This means a loss of just 10% of the snow volume. Find the idea too difficult to follow? 

Never mind, we just wanted to prepare you for the future sight of mountains covered in sawdust. 

http://m.france3-regions.francetvinfo.fr/alpes/savoie/pour-le-tour-de-france-rechausse-les-skis-aux-

saisies-1046751.html (fr), http://m.france3-regions.francetvinfo.fr/alpes/la-station-les-saisies-protege-

sa-neige-pour-ouvrir-une-piste-de-ski-en-juillet-pendant-le-tour-de-france-

989861.html#xtref=http://m.facebook.com (fr) 

 

Agenda 

15th International Swiss Climate Summer School , 28.08. - 02.09.2016, Grindelwald/CH, 
Organisation: University of Berne. More... 

5th International Conference on Ecology and Transpo rtation , 30.08. - 02.09.2016, Lyon/FR, 
Organisation: EINE. More... 

PECSRL 2016 - Mountains, uplands, lowlands . European landscapes from an altitudinal 
perspective, 05.09. - 09.09.2016, Innsbruck/AT and Seefeld/AT, Organisation: Institute for 
Interdisciplinary Mountain Research of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. More... 

ALPARC Conference : “Alpine Nature Parks – Models for Change”, 28.09. - 30.09.2016, 
Leukerbad/CH, Organisation: ALPARC. More... 

Final conference InnovAlps project , 29.09. - 30.09.2016, Pfyn-Finges/CH, Organisation: ALPARC. 
More... 

 


